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MUTUAL MOBILE CASE STUDY:

CITI – EVERY STEP

We created the mobile experience for Citi’s “Every Step” campaign during the London 2012 Olympic 
Games, connecting a global network of fans across Android and Apple devices.

A Global Presence at the Olympic Games

Launched to coincide with the 2012 Games, Citi’s integrated 
“Every Step” campaign spanned mobile, television, digital, 
print, and more. Our Android and iPhone experiences 
bridged these elements, providing a central hub to view 
donation progress, cheer on athletes, and connect with the 
complete network of Team USA fans.

For fans who couldn’t be at the Olympic Games to cheer on 
Team USA, Citi delivered the next best thing: an awesome 
mobile experience that literally sent cheers to athletes – 
along with contributions to charities they had chosen.

An Indispensable Mobile Component for the Campaign

We worked with Citi and Publicis Modem to bring the 
excitement of the Olympic Games directly to fans. Though 
mobile was part of a multi-channel campaign, we refined 
the mobile strategy and created unique experiences for 
Android and iOS to get the most from each platform.

“Every Step” put Citi right in the middle of the excitement of 
the Olympic Games – and our Android and iOS experience 
placed people right in the middle of the campaign.

Multi-Faceted, Integrated Mobile Platform

•	 Integrated functionality to easily donate Citi rewards 
points to charities chosen by athletes

•	 Easy for any fan to create a video cheering on an athlete 
and share it with a community of fans 

•	 Social links for sending video to an athlete’s Facebook 
page and announcing support via Facebook and Twitter

•	 Ability to follow favorite athletes with mobile pages 
featuring athletes and their activities, stories, and images 

•	Ongoing alerts about favorite athletes’ activities to invite 
continuing engagement through the Games

Building Community, Building Brand

•	 Used	mobile	to	help	create	an	intense,	immersive	campaign	experience	

•	 Drew	Team	USA	fans	into	an	exciting	community-building	opportunity

•	 Provided	easy	ways	to	support	charities	by	donating	rewards	points


